A study by Bieringer et al., which is Part I of this two-part study, demonstrated analytically using the shallow-water equations and numerically in controlled experiments that the presence of terrain can result in an enhancement of sensitivities to initial condition adjustments. The increased impact of adjustments to initial conditions corresponds with gradients in the flow field induced by the presence of the terrain obstacle. In cross-barrier flow situations the impact of the initial condition adjustments on the final forecast increases linearly as the height of the terrain obstacle increases. While this property associated with initial condition perturbations may be present in an analytic and controlled numerical environment, it is often difficult to realize these benefits in a more operationally realistic setting. This study extends the prior work to a situation with actual terrain, Doppler radar wind observations over the terrain, and observations from a surface mesonet for model verification. The results indicate that the downstream surface wind forecast was improved more when the initial conditions adjusted through the assimilation of Doppler radar data originated from areas with terrain gradients than from regions where the terrain was relatively flat. This result is consistent with the findings presented in Part I and suggests that when varying terrain elevation is present upstream of a target forecast area, a greater benefit (in terms of forecast accuracy) can be made by targeting additional observations in the regions containing variable terrain than regions where the terrain is relatively flat.
Introduction
Recent advances in computational technology are making it possible to run numerical weather prediction (NWP) models at resolutions where many of the significant terrain features are now being well resolved. While terrain can be accurately specified, often the gradients in wind, temperature, and moisture fields associated with the higher-resolution terrain are not. As a result, initial conditions in complex terrain environments are often not adequately specified. Knowledge of terrainrelated effects on observation impacts is important to consider when deploying a weather sensor network to support a regional scale NWP model. Knowledge of terrainrelated model sensitivity to observations can provide an indication of which variables in the initial conditions have a significant influence on the forecast and where initial conditions need to be most accurate to minimize model forecast error.
Based on this concept, a sensor network can be designed to minimize initial condition errors by selectively deploying critical sensors in sensitive locations, thereby reducing forecast error without the costly deployment of a uniform high-density sensor network. This concept is essentially the targeted observation technique first suggested by Emanuel et al. (1995) . Beginning in the late 1990s a series of targeted observation studies were conducted to evaluate the forecast accuracy improvements using this concept. Several examples of this kind of study are the Fronts and Atlantic Storm Track Experiment (FASTEX; Joly et al. 1997) , the North Pacific Experiment (NORPEX; Langland et al. 1999) , and work conducted by the Tropical Prediction Center (TPC; Aberson and Franklin 1999) . In all of these experiments, targeted observations are taken in regions where initial condition errors are suspected to grow rapidly into significant forecast errors. While these studies indicate that this concept shows promise as a practical technique for reducing forecast errors in global, synoptic, and hurricane forecast models (Emanuel and Langland 1998; Aberson and Franklin 1999; Szunyogh et al. 1999) , it was often logistically difficult to deploy observational resources in a timely manner to illustrate the benefit of the targeted observations (Langland et al. 1999 ). This study addresses this challenge by identifying areas of initial condition sensitivity that are linked to stationary features in the simulation such as the underlying terrain and targeting additional observational resources there.
NWP model forecast errors in mountainous areas are thought to be due to poorly resolved terrain, or to model physics that are not suited for use in a complex terrain environment. Flow over complex terrain and in particular mountains have been extensively studied. Most of the studies examined the sensitivity of the downstream flow to upstream conditions. Klemp and Lilly (1975) were among the first to demonstrate the ability to forecast downslope winds and that topography may enhance predictability. For example, Vosper (2004) examined the effects of an inversion and the formation of lee waves, lee-wave rotors, hydraulic jumps, and breaking waves, and found the Froude number was strongly correlated with downstream flow and that nonlinear effects were significant in predicting the magnitude of these phenomena. Pierrehumbert and Wyman (1985) examined upstream flow and concluded that in addition to the Froude number, the Rossby number was also a controlling parameter. Also germane to this study is the work by Reinecke and Durran (2009) and Doyle et al. (2007) who examined the sensitivity of downslope winds to initial conditions with numerous flow field simulations each with varying initial conditions. While similar in some respects (e.g., winds and terrain, use of adjoint models to understand initial condition sensitivity, etc.) this work differs from the studies cited above in that the focus here is not on the highly nonlinear blocked flow cases, but instead examines the efficacy of observations in improving a downwind forecast during the more commonly occurring cross-barrier flow situation.
This work is the second paper in a two-part study that examines the relative effects of the impact of forecast sensitivity in areas with elevated and flat terrain. The first part of this work, Bieringer et al. (2013, hereafter Part I), illustrated that sensitivity of the model to initial condition adjustments is related to the dynamics of the airflow over the terrain obstacle. Using the shallow-water equations they showed that when the bottom surface is flat and the fluid depth is constant, perturbations to the flow do not grow. However, perturbations to the flow made over the terrain grow or are amplified. The instability is not tied to the presence of an obstacle at the lower boundary, but to the gradients in the base-state fluid depth, and more importantly the base-state fluid velocity gradients created, in this case, from the presence of the obstacle. A negative velocity gradient or slowing of the base-state flow field causes convergence, resulting in growth of the perturbation amplitude. While the analysis utilizing the shallow-water equations does not include all of the dynamics present in mesoscale flows involving terrain, it provided insight on where one could expect increased initial condition sensitivity and why.
Because the shallow-water equations are highly idealized, Part I also investigated this problem within a modeling framework that more accurately describes the atmosphere. In that study they present a methodology for characterizing the relationship between the impact of observations and the underlying terrain. This characterization uses an adjoint model to identify initial condition sensitivity and the adjoint model to characterize the forecast impact of perturbations made to the initial wind conditions at these locations. Here an idealized terrain environment, wherein a single mountain was surrounded by ''flat'' terrain, is used to characterize the impact of the terrain-related initial condition sensitivity. The relative magnitudes and locations of initial condition sensitivity are derived from gradient computations using the adjoint of the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University-National Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU-NCAR) Mesoscale Model (MM5). The adjoint sensitivity results give a preliminary indication of initial condition sensitivity and provided information regarding the locations where the surface wind forecast was sensitive to adjustments in the initial conditions. When compared to adjoint simulations where the terrain was removed, the results from simulations using the idealized terrain indicated an increase in adjoint initial condition sensitivity over the elevated terrain. Next this study uses these adjoint sensitivity results to define the perturbation of the initial condition fields in a series of forward simulations using the MM5. A positive 3 m s 21 perturbation is then made to the initial conditions for each of the forward MM5 simulations. Again, simulations using the idealized single mountain are compared to the simulations where the terrain had been removed. The impact of the initial condition perturbations are measured in terms of maximum differences and rootmean-square (RMS) differences in a target region. The results of this component of the Part I study also indicate that an initial perturbation made over elevated terrain where wind gradients were present had a larger impact on the forecast than comparable perturbations made to the initial analysis over flat terrain. These results were found to be insensitive to whether the simulations were from a ''cold start'' initialization of the model or the perturbations to the flow were made after the model was spun up for 60 min. The results were also shown to not be due to transients (such as gravity waves) moving through the model domain associated with the terrain.
A third component of the Part I study examined the question of whether the height of the terrain would influence the amplification of the initial condition perturbations. The impact of the initial condition adjustments increases linearly as the height of the terrain obstacle increases when the flow is cross barrier, and initial condition perturbations have a more dramatic effect when the flow field switches from cross barrier to partially blocked. Assuming that the inclusion of additional observations results in a positive adjustment to the initial analysis, the findings of this study suggest that targeted observations deployed over elevated terrain will result in a larger forecast improvement than comparable observations deployed in regions of homogenous terrain. Such findings are not only relevant for mesoscale flows over topography, but also in regions where topographic features influence the synoptic flow field, such as in coastal regions and regions with mountain chains.
While Part I demonstrated that the model is more sensitive to initial perturbations where gradients in the flow velocity are present due to the terrain, it is often difficult to translate this result into a tangible positive result (e.g., more accurate forecast) in a more operationally realistic setting. This study extends the prior work to a situation with actual terrain, Doppler radar wind observations over the terrain, and observations from a surface mesonet for model verification. Here, initial condition sensitivity is characterized for a case with weak synoptic-scale forcing using the unmodified terrain of the Hudson River valley region near Albany, New York. Level II data from the Albany (KENX) Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) are used to measure a vertical profile of the horizontal winds upwind of the forecast verification region and serve in this experiment as the surrogate targeted observations. The model forecasts are verified against an objective analysis of the surface winds, based on measurements taken from a network of surface mesonet stations located in the Greylock Valley near Williamstown, Massachusetts. While it is not possible to speak to the generality of the results from a single case study, it does demonstrate that it was possible to show that the results of an analytic solution and idealized numerical study were observed in a more complicated real-world scenario. Additional case study analyses would be required to determine the overall cost-benefit ratio of utilizing this concept to direct the deployment of weather sensing platforms.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a brief description of the data collection effort designed to support this study. The NWP modeling tools and specifics of the particular dataset used in this study are described in section 3. Section 4 describes the experimental setup. The results from both the forward and adjoint simulations are presented in section 5. Section 6 contains a summary of the results and a brief discussion of their implications.
Experimental data
Three types of data were used in this study: model analysis from the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) for initialization, observations from a surface mesonet for verification, and Doppler weather radar data for the supplemental observations.
a. Model initial conditions
This study is conducted using the terrain data and atmospheric measurements collected from the Berkshire Mountain region of western Massachusetts, eastern New York State, and southern Vermont. This region was chosen in order to capitalize on a small network of weather instruments located there and its proximity to the KENX WSR-88D. Figure 1 illustrates the terrain elevation in this region, the existing observational resources, and the target forecast region. The small rectangle in the right center of the image indicates the target forecast region located over the Greylock Valley. The Berkshire Mountains provide a complex topographic environment with valley to peak elevation variations of over 2500 ft (760 m).
The data used in this case were from 1600 to 1900 UTC 4 October 2001. This was a case with negligible synopticscale forcing and relatively uniform environmental flow. On this day, skies were mostly clear, winds were primarily out of the west-southwest at 10-15 kt (5.1-7.7 m s 21 ), and there was no significant precipitation in the region. The winds varied from southerly at 5 kt (2.6 m s
21
) at the surface, to westerly at 20 kt (10.2 m s
) at an elevation equivalent to the top of Mt. Greylock [;3500 feet (;1067 m) above mean sea level (MSL)]. One important characteristic of this case is that the flow in the lower model levels was nearly uniform (horizontally). This made it possible to use remotely sensed observations such as radar wind profiles to modify the background analysis over a larger horizontal area than would have been possible if the winds were more spatially variable. While it is understood that local terrain has an influence on a model forecast over a wide range of weather conditions, the dataset used in this study removes much of the forecast sensitivity that might be associated with a more complex weather pattern.
As described above, Part I found that the model sensitivity to initial conditions was related to the characteristics of the airflow over the terrain obstacle. The Froude number (Fr) [ (1)] is a commonly used parameter to characterize atmospheric airflow over terrain:
Here U is the environmental wind speed, N is the Brunt-V€ ais€ al€ a frequency, and H is the mountain height (Durran 1990) . The square of the Froude number is proportional to the ratio of kinetic energy in the environmental wind to potential energy required for the air to flow up and over the terrain barrier. In high Froude number flows where Fr . 1, the air has adequate kinetic energy to flow up and over the terrain obstacle and is often referred to as a cross-barrier flow scenario (Bluestein 1993) . Using the Albany sounding from 1200 UTC 4 October 2001 an Fr ffi 2.0 was computed for this case for the layer between the surface and 850 mb, implying cross-barrier flow.
The initial atmospheric conditions for the sensitivity study are based on the initial fields from the 20-km grid increment RUC model from this period. The RUC analysis was interpolated to a 19 vertical (sigma) level, 1-km horizontal grid increment, MM5 model domain using the MM5, version 3, REGRID and INTERPF data preprocessing programs. No additional observations are included in the MM5 initial conditions beyond those already present in the 20-km resolution RUC analysis. The initial conditions created by the MM5 data preprocessing software were then converted to the MM5, version 2, format to be ingested by the adjoint-modeling system. For a more in-depth discussion of the MM5 data preprocessing programs, the reader should refer to Dudhia et al. (2000) .
b. Supplemental surface mesonet observation collection
Observations from the nine Berkshire mesonet stations provide surface wind measurements for the validation of the forecasts. This mesonet is located inside the rectangle in Fig 
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Massachusetts are overlaid on an image of the local terrain in Fig. 2 . These data are used in a separate objective analysis to generate a gridded surface wind analysis against which the accuracy of the surface wind forecasts are measured. Throughout most of the forecast period, five of nine mesonet stations were operational and reporting data; however, occasionally the operational station count fluctuated down to four and up to six stations.
c. Supplemental Doppler weather radar observations
As discussed previously, WSR-88D wind data from the KENX radar in Albany were available for the case used in this study, and served as the surrogate-targeted observations. Between 1600 and 2100 UTC 4 October 2001 the KENX radar operated in the volume control pattern (VCP) 32, or clear-air mode (Fig. 3) . Clear-air mode operations are preferred on days when there are no precipitating echoes within range of the radar because it typically allows the radar to better detect the low-altitude air motions (Williamson et al. 1991) . Radar velocity estimates are quite accurate volume averages, typically better than 0.5 m s
21
. However it is less clear how well a volume average represents the wind at a point, for that is dependent on the wind fluctuations within the sampling volume. That is why we chose a day with less complex, in time or space, weather conditions. Archived radar base data provide access to radial velocity, spectrum width, radar reflectivity, and all of the derived products at the radar sampling resolution. The 5 symbol in Fig. 1 denotes the location of the KENX WSR-88D.
Experimental design
This study is similar to Part I in that it uses both forward and adjoint-model simulations. It utilizes a case with weak synoptic-scale forcing (the same case used in the two sensitivity analyses examined in Part I). The primary differences are that the actual terrain elevations from the region are used, along with wind measurements from a Doppler weather radar and surface observations in a small mountain valley downwind of the Doppler wind measurements.
a. NWP models
The MM5 adjoint-modeling system is used in conjunction with the forward version of the MM5, version 3, to examine initial condition sensitivity and forecast accuracy. The adjoint model is based on a linearized version of the MM5, version 2, nonhydrostatic, limited-area model and is used to calculate the gradient of the forecast variables with respect to a prescribed forecast cost function. For additional information regarding the MM5 adjoint-modeling system, the reader should consult the detailed discussion provided in Zou et al. (1997 Zou et al. ( , 1998 A more detailed description of the meteorological modeling applications of an adjoint model, including a discussion of its use in initial condition sensitivity studies like this one, can be found in Errico (1997) , Giering and Kaminski (1998), and Zou et al. (1997) .
The MM5, version 3, is a nonhydrostatic limited-area primitive equation model suitable for both atmospheric research and operational weather forecast applications. It is a flexible tool providing numerous options for physical-process parameterizations and initializations, and can be used for a wide range of model resolutions. Detailed descriptions of the MM5 can be found in Grell et al. (1994) and Dudhia et al. (2000) .
As will be discussed in greater detail later in this section, the environmental conditions for the case used were dominated by a large-scale high pressure system. The models were configured to make short-duration forecasts of surface winds. The simulations do not use the cumulus or radiation parameterization packages, however, they do utilize explicit microphysics. A more simplistic two-layer planetary boundary layer (PBL) parameterization option was used in the adjoint model while the forward-model simulations used a more sophisticated Blackadar PBL parameterization scheme (Blackadar 1976 (Blackadar , 1979 Grell et al. 1994 ). The reason for using the two-layer PBL parameterization option was because a more complex parameterization was not available in the adjoint model. The configuration of the models was nearly identical to that used in Part I. For additional details regarding the model configurations of both the forward and adjoint models, the reader is referred to this study.
b. Model domain
Both the adjoint-and forward-model components of the experiment are centered over the Hudson River valley in New York. Figure 4 depicts the model domain. The domain was designed such that the forecast verification region (where the cost function is defined and represented by the rectangle in Fig. 4 ) corresponds with the location of a surface mesonet. Because the environmental flow was west-southwesterly in this case, this configuration minimizes the domain size required to make a 4-h forecast during which the influence of the boundary conditions on the surface wind forecast in the Greylock Valley remain small.
c. Sensitivity analysis
In this study, the surface horizontal wind forecast is used as the metric by which this influence is measured. Surface winds are used for several reasons: 1) the u-and y-wind components are state variables directly forecasted by the model, 2) wind speed and direction are among the more reliable measurements made by the Berkshire mesonet and therefore serve as a suitable variable against which model forecasts can be evaluated, and 3) the results presented in Part I can be used to help interpret the results of this study.
The adjoint model was used in this study to analyze the region where the forecast is most sensitive to perturbations in the initial conditions. When using an adjoint model for a sensitivity study, a cost function representing the forecast aspect of interest must be specified (Errico 1997; Giering and Kaminski 1998; Zou et al. 1997 ). This study used vorticity at the lowest model level as the cost function because it contains both the zonal and meridianal components of the surface horizontal winds. As in Part I we also used divergence as a cost function, but because of the similarities, only the results based on the vorticity cost function are shown here. The adjoint model computes the gradient of the cost function with respect to all of the model state variables at the initial time. It is reasonable to think of the gradient computations as an indication of initial condition sensitivity for each of the state variables in the model.
The vorticity cost function is evaluated for a series of adjoint simulations that use the same model domain and found that model forecasts are sensitive to initial condition errors until the region of initial condition sensitivity coincides with the lateral boundaries. At this point, model forecast errors can be attributed primarily to the lateral boundary conditions. Then, a series of two forward-model simulations (the control and experimental) of the same length were used to examine the forecast error for each forecast duration from 5 to 210 min in 5-min increments. The control simulation is based solely on the initial analysis derived from the 20-km RUC. The experimental simulation, demonstrating the effects of modifying the model initial conditions, is created by initializing the model with a 20-km RUC analysis that has been adjusted through an objective analysis that incorporates the radar wind observations. Control and experimental forecasts of surface wind all have the same verification time (although durations vary from 5 to 210 min).
Forecast error is determined by directly comparing the wind forecasts from the lowest model level to gridded analyses of surface winds that are based on the measurements collected every 5 min from the Berkshire mesonet. The adjoint sensitivity analysis provides the upstream location where the model is sensitive to initial conditions. By knowing this location it is possible to infer the degree to which terrain variability influences the impact that initial analysis adjustments made at that location have on the surface wind forecast accuracy in the verification region.
Analysis and results
There were four primary analyses conducted in this study. The first two were associated with the observational data used as targeted observations and as the verification data. The second two analyses were associated with the characterization of initial condition sensitivity and forecast accuracy. A description of the specifics of each of the analyses and the result of these analyses are provided below.
a. Doppler radar data analysis
The radar data from 4 October show no evidence of contamination by either ground clutter or biological targets (Fig. 3) . A vertical profile of the horizontal winds was generated with the WSR-88D Algorithm Testing and Display System (WATADS), velocity azimuth display (VAD), and velocity wind profile (VWP) algorithms (WATADS 2000) . This is one of several methods for defining horizontal winds from single Doppler radar radial-velocity data. It should be noted that the radar observations are not a point measurement, but a weighted FIG. 6 . A map at 875 mb of the horizontal wind analyses used to initialize the control and experimental simulations. The white arrows represent the background wind analysis used in the control simulations. The blue arrows represent the wind analysis after the addition of the radarderived horizontal wind observations. The blue contours represent the difference between the two u-wind analyses in m s
21
, and illustrate the influence radius of the Cressman objective analysis. The 5 denotes the location where the vertical profile of the horizontal wind shown in Fig. 7 was taken.
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volume average (with the maximum weight along the beam axis). The volume measured extends to the ground at even 0.58 elevation, even though the center of the beam is slightly above ground. The size of the volume increase with range as the beam spreads. The radar cannot ''see'' below the height of the radar or behind any obstacles. The analysis suggest that, at lower levels, the horizontal zonal winds exhibit a correlation of greater than 0.5 at ranges of 35-40 km downwind from the radar (Fig. 5) . These results factor into the design of the objective analysis used later to incorporate the radar observations into the initial analysis of the experimental simulation. Prior to defining the influence radius (the range away from the point of observation where the radial velocity is representative of the wind at that location) of the radar wind observations, a discrete autocorrelation analysis was performed on the horizontal winds from the 10 lowest sigma levels of the 1600 UTC control simulation initial analysis. The adjoint sensitivity analysis from Part I indicated that the initial condition sensitivity would be located west of the forecast verification region for this synoptic/mesoscale situation. Since the radar is located roughly due west of the verification region and that anticipated location where the targeted observations are desired, the autocorrelation analysis was confined to the u-wind component.
The radar-derived vertical profile of the horizontal wind from 1601 UTC was used to adjust the initial wind analysis used by the experimental MM5 simulation and the MM5 objective analysis preprocessing software was used to create the new initial wind analysis. This starts with a background analysis and then objectively incorporates any additional surface or upper-air observations. In this case, a successive-correction, Cressman objective-analysis technique was used to weight the adjustment of the background RUC wind analysis in the lower model levels by incorporating the radar-derived vertical profile of the horizontal wind. No variables other than the u and y winds were modified by the objective analysis preprocessor. This successive-correction objective analysis was configured to use four influence radii: 50, 30, 20, and 10 km. The outer radius was based on the wind autocorrelation analysis that indicated that the winds were positively correlated out to 35-40 km FIG. 7 . Vertical profile of the horizontal winds from the 1600 UTC initial wind analyses used in both the control and experimental simulations. The wind profiles are taken at the radar location and over the sloping terrain southwest of the Greylock Valley at 42.648N, 73.468W. The solid line represents the winds without the addition of any radar observations. The dashed line represents the wind profile after it was adjusted using the radar observations. The dotted-dashed line represents the observed wind profile from the radar VAD algorithm.
combined with the fact that the radar observations are based on radial velocity measurements made at a 10-15-km slant range from the radar. The 50-km influence radius was large enough to adjust the winds over the Hudson River valley and the mountains on the New York-Massachusetts border that will serve as the targeted measurements in this study (Fig. 6) . Because the adjusted analysis is based on the background RUC analysis, the new wind analysis is modified only at the altitudes and locations where the radar derived winds differ from the background (Figs. 6 and 7) . Additional details regarding the MM5 objective analysis is described in Dudhia et al. (2000) .
b. Mesonet data analysis
Surface wind observations from the Berkshire mesonet are used to assess the accuracy of the surface wind forecasts. These data are used in a separate objective analysis that creates a gridded surface wind analysis. Here, the objective analysis uses the wind field from the RUC model, interpolated to the 1-km MM5 grid, as the background field and then utilizes a modified Cressman objective-analysis scheme to create the surface wind analysis. In this analysis scheme, the influence radii were set to 7, 5, 3, and 2 km. Wind analyses are generated from 1605 to 2100 UTC at 5-min intervals and used for the forecast verification. A visual inspection of the objective analyses indicate that they provide a reasonable depiction of the surface winds when compared to the station observations (e.g., Fig. 8 ).
c. Adjoint sensitivity analysis
This analysis uses a vorticity cost function defined at the lowest model level in the forecast verification region. The u-and y-wind sensitivity calculations from the adjoint model provide the geographic locations where the upstream winds will most strongly influence the surface wind forecast in the Greylock Valley. For short simulations, these adjoint sensitivity areas cover small areas and exhibit sharp gradients. As the adjoint-model simulation time increases, the sensitivity maximum decreases in magnitude and the sensitivity area increases. The simulation length was limited to 210 min to avoid conditions where it became difficult to identify a central location for the adjoint sensitivity. The adjoint sensitivity simulations used to provide the initial condition sensitivity results resemble that shown in Fig. 9 and the center locations for the regions of initial condition sensitivity are subjectively determined by reviewing these adjoint sensitivity results. Figure 10 depicts points that correspond to the location where the model is most sensitive to adjustments to the initial conditions. For the purpose of illustration, every other location identified by the adjoint analysis is depicted in Figs. 9 and 10 . 
d. Forecast sensitivity analysis
First, the forecast accuracy improvements are evaluated for the case where the largest area is adjusted (largest influence radius for the radar data) in the initial analysis of the experimental simulation. This encompasses the area within the outer-most contour in Fig. 6 . Each of the forecast sensitivity analyses utilizes two model simulations. The first simulation uses only the RUC analyses to provide the initial and boundary conditions. This simulation provides the surface wind forecast that serves as the control against which improvements in all experimental forecast are measured. The initial and boundary conditions for the second simulation use the same RUC analyses as a background field for the incorporation of the radar-derived vertical profile of the horizontal wind to provide a presumably more accurate representation of the wind field at the time of model initiation. The accuracies of the surface wind forecasts from the experimental simulations are compared to the accuracies of the forecasts from the control simulation to assess the forecast improvement or degradation that results from the inclusion of the radar observations. The radarderived observations influence the initial fields over a relatively large portion of the model domain, and cover the regions of sloping terrain directly west of the target forecast region in addition to the relatively flat terrain of the Hudson River valley (Fig. 6) . The geographic locations of initial condition sensitivity (illustrated in Fig. 10 ) are used to determine where the model is sensitive to initial condition perturbations and relate this to the underlying terrain. As a result, it is possible to infer the relative influence that flat versus sloping/elevated terrain has on the impact that observations from these locations have on the forecast accuracy.
Forecast error is quantified by the root-mean-square errors in the wind forecast at the lowest model level compared to the gridded surface wind analysis. The forecasts are evaluated in the Greylock Valley inside the verification region illustrated by the rectangle in Fig. 8 . This area not only exhibits local variability in the surface wind forecast, compared to the smoother background wind field, but it is also in the region strongly influenced by the objective analysis of the surface wind observations. Surface wind observations were available every 5 min from 1600 to 2100 UTC. The gridded analyses of these observations (similar to the one shown in Fig. 8 ) were compared to corresponding surface wind forecasts from the control and experimental simulations. Both components of the wind were examined. Figure 11 illustrates the forecast error as a function of simulation length. Here the addition of the upstream radar observations is shown to decrease the error in the short-term FIG. 9 . A map of adjoint sensitivity for a 60-min simulation. Terrain is given in meters above sea level. The solid and dashed contours represent adjoint sensitivity of the u-wind component. The 5 denotes the location of the center of the adjoint sensitivity for the 60-min simulation and the dots denote the center locations of adjoint sensitivity for simulations ranging from 10 to 50 min in 10-min intervals.
surface wind forecasts in the Greylock Valley. In the majority of the simulations, the inclusion of the radar observations in the initial analysis results in a decrease in u-wind RMS forecast error. The RMS error in the y-wind forecasts from the control and experimental simulations show little variation. The absolute value of the forecast improvements are relatively small, a possible consequence of the light environmental winds on this FIG. 10 . Center points of the adjoint initial condition sensitivity regions. The dots designate the center locations for the regions of adjoint sensitivity for the simulations ranging from 10 to 210 min in 10-min intervals. As the length of the adjoint simulation increases, the initial condition sensitivity tends to be located farther west of the Greylock Valley.
FIG. 11. RMS forecast error in the u and y winds in the verification region as a function of simulation length. Terrain elevations are based on values that correspond to the centers of adjoint initial condition sensitivity illustrated in Fig. 10 . The experimental forecast, based on an adjustment of the wind field at a single time, typically indicates improved u-wind forecast accuracy, while little or no improvement is evident in the y-wind forecast.
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day; however, in relative terms, the accuracy improvements were on the order of 10%. Forecast improvements of this magnitude are consistent with other targeted observation studies that report forecast accuracy improvements that range from 10% to 20% (Szunyogh et al. 2002) . Figure 11 also suggests that the amount of forecast error improvement may be linked to the presence of, or lack of, terrain gradient in the region of initial condition sensitivity. This is more evident in the differences between the RMS forecast errors of the control and experimental simulations, plotted versus the simulation length (Fig. 12) . Forecast improvement is defined here as (RMS error in the control forecast minus the RMS error in the experimental forecast). The perturbations that impact the forecast at each time are from adjustments to the initial conditions made progressively farther upstream as the forecast length is increased and not from the initial condition perturbations closer to the verification region that would have indeed advected past the verification region. The perturbations that had the greatest impact originated from the locations that were over the higher terrain (as indicated by the adjoint sensitivity analysis). Their impact was felt at roughly the time it took them to advect to the verification region. The largest forecast improvement roughly coincides with areas of high terrain slope below the center of the adjoint sensitivity regions. From 160 to 210 min, the forecast error improvements again increase slightly, but the increase is not as pronounced as the shorter simulations. Within this time period the adjoint sensitivity regions are closest to the location of the KENX weather radar, with the 195-min simulation having an adjoint sensitivity region that was the closest to the radar. In spite of the fact that the initial condition modifications are larger in this area because this location is closer to the radar, the effect on the forecast accuracy is smaller. The forecast accuracy improvement is smaller here because the model sensitivity to initial conditions is weaker and spread over a larger area at the longer simulations.
The same analysis technique is used to examine the forecast sensitivity to the initial conditions for two variants of the radar-wind-adjusted analysis. All of the procedures described above are retained except for how the initial wind analysis is defined. One analysis is created by using the radar-adjusted winds only in the region where the vertically integrated, absolute value of the gradient sensitivity indicates a sensitivity greater than zero (referred to as the sensitive zone, Fig. 13 ). The other analysis uses the adjusted winds only from outside the sensitive zone (Fig. 14) . The purpose is to quantify the contributions of the adjustments where the adjoint sensitivity analysis indicates that the model is more sensitive versus less sensitive. The forecast accuracy of FIG. 12 . RMS u-wind forecast improvement and the underlying terrain at the location of the adjoint sensitivity vs simulation length. RMS forecast improvement, defined as control RMS error minus experimental RMS error, illustrates the differences between the u-wind RMS error lines in Fig. 11 . Terrain elevations are based on values corresponding to the locations identified as the centers of the regions of adjoint initial condition sensitivity illustrated in Fig. 10 . The forecast improvement maxima and minima, based on the adjustment of the winds at a single time, suggest that terrain variability influences the impact of the additional wind observations included in the experimental simulations. these experimental simulations is then contrasted with the forecast accuracy of the control experiment.
The RMS forecast error improvement for the experimental forecasts using radar data either inside or outside the sensitive zone are compared to the forecast error computations from the control forecast without the radar data (Fig. 15) . Forecast accuracy using only the winds from outside the sensitive zone show mixed results, with small forecast improvements occurring between 10 and 90 min and between 105 and 135 min, and a degraded forecast for the remainder of the simulation. The presence of both positive and negative forecast impact is likely due to the limitations of the tangent linear and corresponding adjoint to fully represent the sensitivity of the full nonlinear dynamical system. Consequently, the region of sensitivity is most likely larger than the ''inside'' mask used here, particularly at longer model integration times. This most likely results in the insertion of artificial gradients in the flow field along the edge of the mask. These gradients still alter the flow field inside the area of the maximum sensitivity when the observations outside the sensitive zone are used, resulting in unpredictable results due to the insertion of gradients in the sensitive zone. For this reason the forecast improvement results from the case where observations are added outside the sensitive zone are difficult to interpret. The model forecast of surface winds in the Greylock Valley is improved throughout most of the 3.5-h simulation when the simulation uses the radaradjusted winds inside the sensitive zone. The peaks in forecast improvement coincide with the times when the centers of the adjoint sensitivity were over regions of terrain-elevation variation. Simulations exhibiting a minimum in forecast improvement coincide with the adjoint sensitivity located over the valley. The forecast improvement based on the use of radar data inside the sensitive zone exhibits a bimodal pattern (Fig. 15) .
Conclusions
There are a number of factors that contribute to the relative impacts that observations have on forecast accuracy. One factor is that forecast sensitivity to adjustments made to the initial analysis diminishes as the simulation length increases. Another factor is that the locations of the analysis adjustments and sensitivity may not coincide. Additional wind observations will on average improve the wind analysis, but locally, the adjustments may actually degrade the analysis. Finally, there is a degree of uncertainty/representativeness associated with the observations that can also play a role in the determination of forecast accuracy. The overall forecast improvement is a combination of all but not limited to these factors. This paper is the second in a two-part study that examines the variability in model initial sensitivity and FIG. 13 . A map at 875 mb of the horizontal wind analyses used to initialize the control and experimental simulations. The white arrows represent the background wind analysis used in the control simulations. The blue arrows represent the wind analysis in the sensitive zone after the addition of the radar-derived horizontal wind observations. The blue contours represent the difference between the two u-wind analyses in m s 21 .
corresponding forecast impact that is associated with gradients in the atmospheric fields. Part I illustrated that sensitivity of the model to initial condition adjustments is related to the dynamics of the airflow over the terrain obstacle and that the magnitude of the impact was related the height of the barrier. While Part I of study demonstrated that the model is more sensitive to initial perturbations where gradients in the flow velocity are present as a result of the terrain using analytic and idealized numerical experiments, it is often difficult to translate this type of result into a tangible positive result (e.g., more accurate forecast) in a more operationally realistic setting. The part of this study extends the prior work to a situation with actual terrain, Doppler radar wind observations over the terrain, and observations from a surface mesonet for model verification. In this part of this study we used a similar initial condition sensitivity methodology as was used in Part I. However, instead of forecast impact, we examined the accuracy for a surface wind forecast in a small downwind mountain valley in a study that utilized real terrain, targeted observations from an upstream Doppler weather radar, and surface mesonet observations as ground truth are used to evaluate the relationship between the gradients associated with the terrain and forecast improvements. An adjoint sensitivity analysis was used to identify the locations of surface wind initial condition sensitivity, as a function of forecast length. Because the initial analysis was adjusted, based on radar observations, where initial condition sensitivity existed, this technique emulates the effect of targeting observations in all locations of initial condition sensitivity. Consequently, it was possible to diagnose the impact of the observations on the forecast for different underlying terrain heights. Next, four, 3.5-h forward simulations were performed, where the wind forecasts were evaluated every 5 min. The first simulation was the control and contained no additional observations. The second was the experimental simulation using an initial wind analysis that had been adjusted with wind observations from the KENX WSR-88D. This initial analysis provided wind adjustments over regions of adjacent sloping and flat terrain, upstream from the target forecast area. The third and fourth simulations examined the forecast sensitivities to adjusting the winds inside and outside the sensitive zone identified by the adjoint model. The atmospheric conditions for this study were a cross-barrier flow scenario comparable to the 650-m elevation idealized terrain from Part I. Forecast error was measured by comparing the model forecast with an objective wind analysis that is based on surface observations in the Greylock Valley. Forecast improvements were then determined by comparing the error FIG. 14. A map at 875 mb of the horizontal wind analyses used to initialize the control and experimental simulations. The white arrows represent the background wind analysis used in the control simulations. The red arrows represent the adjusted wind analysis outside the sensitive zone after the addition of the radar derived horizontal wind observations. The red contours represent the difference between the two u-wind analyses in m s 21 .
from experimental simulation containing additional observations to the error from the control forecast that used no additional measurements. The results of this part of this study demonstrate that the magnitude of the forecast improvement is enhanced more by the observations where the terrain varied than over the more uniform terrain at lower elevations in the Hudson River valley. Furthermore the magnitude of the forecast improvements for similar forecast lengths is also consistent with the forecast impacts seen in Part I. These results are consistent with the overall findings of Part I that initial condition perturbations made in areas with gradients induced by the varying terrain elevations will have a larger impact on the forecast. In this case, the perturbations involve the inclusion of upstream observations, which improve the initial conditions, and the improvements to the initial conditions made over the locations of terrain gradients resulted in larger forecast improvements than those made over the lower elevation flat terrain.
This has potential implications with regards to the deployment of weather sensors. Clearly, in any weather scenario there are always locations that will exhibit more sensitivity to initial conditions than others. Often these areas change as the environmental conditions change. This study, however, indicates that these sensitive areas can also be linked to stationary features such as terrain, which result in gradients in the atmospheric fields. Targeting additional observational resources or redesigning the existing networks to capitalize on these stationary regions of enhanced initial condition sensitivity may provide a means to economically reduce model forecast errors. FIG. 15 . A map at 875 mb of the horizontal wind analyses used to initialize the control and experimental simulations. The black arrows represent the background wind analysis used in the control simulations. The white arrows represent the adjusted wind analysis outside the sensitive zone after the addition of the radar derived horizontal wind observations. The white contours represent the difference between the two u-wind analyses in m s 21 .
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